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 The application offers three interactive types of pages that adapt the level of difficulty to your skill level. It adapts according to
your type of English (American/British English/Oriental), your text editing software (Apple Pages, Google Docs, Microsoft

Word), your type of keyboard (laptop/mobile phone), your number of fingers, and your finger movement speed. It’s also
possible to set custom images, audio files, and fonts. The application is dedicated to the beginner and intermediate classes. It

guides you step by step through a large number of exercises. It covers all the basics of typography and keyboard shortcuts, and
also teaches you about formatting and styles. TypingMaster 11 is both a fun and useful app to learn how to type faster.

Requirements - Free of charge - English version only - Windows OS See [How to get it]{.ul} for more details on how to get it.
Future releases =============== TypingMaster 11 is under active development. Each new version of the application will
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have new features, and will contain more exercises. As many exercises require the use of a specific mouse movement or
keyboard shortcut, TypingMaster 11 has an option for auto-detecting the operating system. On Windows, the keyboard shortcut

to switch languages is set to. The application is fully compatible with all the major text editing programs, including Word,
Microsoft PowerPoint, Google Docs, Google Docs, and Apple Pages. [How to get it]{.ul} ===================

TypingMaster 11 is available on the web under the [Creative Common Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0
License]{.ul}. You can install it on a computer, on a smartphone, or on a tablet, and follow the installation instructions.
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